
 

Overview Of Outsource Image Clipping Path Services: 

Outsource image offers image clipping path services around worldwide. We are convenient for 24/7 with an 

experienced team of trained graphic designers to make the most adequate delivery within a swift turnaround time and 

affordable costs. Our graphic designing experts specialize in the Photo clipping path, outline clipping, photo 

restoration service, retouching, image editing, color correction and other creative designs like logo design, poster 

design around the world. With our clipping path service we will remove unwanted background from your photo 

memories and apply some effective designs and make it look more professional and we will bring new life to your old 

memories. 

Our designers team using a more effective pen tool or other software technology tools like illustrator, CorelDraw tools 

to create shapes of your object. Then they can easily edit your images through our background adding or removing, 

image masking, photo illustration services and make your images look gorgeous. We are ready to help the small as 

well as big companies and magazine organizations, professional photographers, and other web designing and 

graphic designing industries who need clipping path service. 

What is Clipping Path? 

The Clipping path is a technique for making structure to the specific portion of the image. Basically, this technique is 

used to remove the unwanted background and set new relevant and suitable background to the image, without 

background or transparent background using the latest Photoshop pen tool. This service is used to give a more 

appropriate look for your image. 

Why Our Clipping Path Services? 

Image clipping path service is one of the ambitious services in the image industry. Through this clipping path service 

we will add a background, removing unwanted background and adding transparent background to your images. In 

Photoshop itself a magic wand tool also available to select unwanted portions from your images. But the result is not 

100 percent accurate the quality of the image will change or reduce. 

To overcome this problem we are using an effective Photoshop pen tool manually and give a shape to your memories 

and the random parts of your background will totally remove from our manual clipping path services. We will give an 

exact and actual look to your images in a professional way with same quality. We have a satisfied clients through all 

over the world. We will deliver your services with better quality with affordable rates. 



 

 

EASY CLIPPING PATH 
 

Outsource Easy Clipping Path Services 

Outsource image also offers an effective Clipping path with flatness services to our wide range of customers. We 

have experienced graphic designers who have expertise in all the image editing services like clipping path, photo 

retouching, manipulation services, image restoration, photo illustration, pop art and etc. 

They have efficiently understood your imaging needs and provide extraordinary outcomes with swift turnaround time. 

Most of the organizations want to showcase their products as well as services. Hence we are providing the clipping 

path services to select their particular object from the different background and put it in the selected background. We 

will help them to showcase their products through our clipping path, clipping path shadow creation services. 

Types of Clipping Path Services: 

 Easy clipping path 

 Basic clipping path 

 Simple clipping path 

Easy Clipping Path: 

The Clipping path is a technique for making structure to the specific portion of the image. Basically, this technique is 

used to remove the unwanted background and set new relevant and suitable background to the image, without 

background or transparent background using the latest Photoshop pen tool. This service is used to give a more 

appropriate look for your image. 

Basic Clipping path: 

Image clipping path service is one of the ambitious services in the image industry. Through this clipping path service 

we will add a background, removing unwanted background and adding transparent background to your images. In 

Photoshop itself a magic wand tool also available to select unwanted portions from your images. But the result is not 

100 percent accurate the quality of the image will change or reduce. 

To overcome this problem we are using an effective Photoshop pen tool manually and give a shape to your memories 

and the random parts of your background will totally remove from our manual clipping path services. 

Simple clipping path: 

Simple clipping path have within 7 closed curves and 15 to 20 anchor points. We will give an exact and actual look to 

your images in a professional way with same quality through our simple clipping path services. We have a satisfied 

clients through all over the world. We will deliver your services with better quality with affordable rates. 



MODERATE CLIPPING PATH 
Outsource Moderate Clipping Path Services 

Our Graphic professionals also handle the moderate clipping path services by using effective Photoshop tools manually. The 

moderate clipping path will apply to the compound images like jewelry images and a furniture images etc, which has less number 

of fixed clarity or holes or it’s having minimum five to ten closed path curves as well as outer curves. Finally our outcomes have 

high quality and accuracy more than the machine or other software tools did. 

What is Clipping Path? 

The Clipping path is a technique for making structure to the specific portion of the image. Basically, this technique is used to 

remove the unwanted background and set new relevant and suitable background to the image, without background or transparent 

background using the latest Photoshop pen tool. This service is used to give a more appropriate look for your image. 

We offer types of moderate clipping path services: 

 Compound Clipping path 

 Extra Compound clipping path 

Compound Clipping Path: 

The compound clipping path is similar to the moderate clipping path, which path has several basic paths or less number of 

transparency or it’s have minimum 5 or 10 holes. 

Extra Compound clipping path: 

The extra compound clipping path has more than twenty holes or transparency and it has more curve points as well as outer 

curves. This type of clipping path has simple and compound shapes. 

Why Our Clipping path service? 

Image clipping path service is one of the ambitious services in the image industry. Through this clipping path service we will add 

a background, removing unwanted background and adding transparent background to your images. In Photoshop itself a magic 

wand tool also available to select unwanted portions from your images. But the result is not 100 percent accurate; the quality of 

the image will change or reduce. To overcome this problem we are using an effective Photoshop pen tool manually and give a 

shape to your memories and the random parts of your background will totally remove from our manual clipping path services. 

 

We will give an exact and actual look to your images in a professional way with same quality. We have a satisfied client through 

all over the world. We will deliver your services with better quality with affordable rates. 

 

 



EXTREME CLIPPING PATH 
Outsource Extreme Clipping Path Services: 

Outsource image is the leading image editing company which offers the extreme clipping path services. With our extreme 

clipping path services we will turn your photo clipping requirements into reality. The outcomes of our clipping path services have 

high quality and quantity. These clipped images are beneficial for your business needs as well as personal needs. Through our 

extreme clipping path services we will give the shape of your images. Then the clipped images will paste it to the suitable 

background. 

Types Of extreme clipping path services: 

 Complex clipping path 

 Super complex clipping path 

 Extra Super complex clipping path 

Complex Clipping path: 

Some images have more simple and compound shapes. Our experts are applying the clipping path to the each and every single 

part of your image and select the images without affecting its shape by using the Photoshop pen tool manually. It takes much 

time but they have a passion to work on your images and deliver you quality outcomes. 

Super Complex Clipping path: 

Jewels images and other objects have many holes and curves for that object we will apply complex clipping path services. There 

are lots of tools like magic wand tool and selection tools are available in the Adobe Photoshop. But these tools will not suitable 

for the blurry portions of the images like hair parts and sharp edges and curves. Then the final result will be differing from the 

original image. For avoiding these issues we are applying the manual clipping path using the Photoshop effective pen tool. 

We undertake professional image clipping, professional vector Photoshop services, stock photography clipping path services, 

adobe illustrator clipping path, Photoshop clipping path drawing, adobe photoshop clipping path, image clipping path, clipping 

path, image clipping, photos clipping path, photoshop clipping path. 

Extra Super Complex Clipping path: 

Extra super complex clipping path is the highest level of path fixing services. It will apply to crucial parts of the images like hair 

parts, magazines portions, and interior and exterior portion of flowers parts and etc. It has the highest number of holes and 

curvatures and anchor points around the outer portion of the images. This is the most effective technique applies for more 

complex images and objects. 

Why Our Clipping path service? 

Image clipping path service is one of the ambitious services in the image industry. Through this clipping path service we will add 

a background, removing unwanted background and adding transparent background to your images. In Photoshop itself a magic 

wand tool also available to select unwanted portions from your images. But the result is not 100 percent accurate the quality of 



the image will change or reduce. To overcome this problem we are using an effective Photoshop pen tool manually and give a 

shape to your memories and the random parts of your background will totally remove from our manual clipping path services. 

CLIPPING PATH WITH SHADOW 
Outsource Clipping Path With Shadow Services 

Image clipping path service is one of the ambitious services in the image industry. Through this clipping path service we will add 

a background, removing unwanted background and adding transparent background to your images. In Photoshop itself a magic 

wand tool also available to select unwanted portions from your images. But the result is not 100 percent accurate the quality of 

the image will change or reduce. 

To overcome this problem we are using an effective Photoshop pen tool manually and give a shape to your memories and the 

random parts of your background will totally remove from our manual clipping path services. 

With our clipping path services we also offer shadow creation services for your images. Our shadow creation service accepts 

esteemed results on a picture that make them alive. Camera, tenderness filters with image badge give a bridle amount to your 

image. Suppose you have got an image that's a flame at some positions and blacker outside we will apply shadow effects for that 

area. 

An Image shadow creation might change the latter result from the standard image that isn't agreeable. Dirt on the lens might 

cause another portion which might be feasible to keep settle that with a bursting accuracy to acclimate that will be assumed in 

your image. 

Types of shadow creation: 

 Natural Shadow clipping path 

 Drop shadow clipping path 

 Reflection shadow clipping path 

Natural shadow clipping path: 

Natural shadow effects will apply to Newspaper design, Magazine design, corporate logo design, eCommerce, books and 

advertisements. After selecting the image portion by using the clipping path the flat shadow will create over the images. This 

natural shadow gives the appropriate look to the original images. 

Drop Shadow clipping path: 

Our designers also doing the drop shadow effects for your images. After creating the shape of your images the drop shadow 

effects will apply to your images. This effect gives the three dimensional effect to your images. We are using photoshop blur 

filter to create this effect. 

This service is used for poster design and other advertisement design. We can also create a shadow effect to your various image 

objects like cars, motorbikes and other vehicles. This service provides the exact look and feel to your objects and makes it look 

more natural. 



Reflection shadow clipping path: 

Reflection shadow clipping path generates graphical outcomes of your images. The outcomes of the shadow to give the illusion 

of shadows. Reflection of shadows can able to compare through the original mirror or glass. It will provide more dynamic results 

to your business images. We can able to provide any kind of clipping path services for our customer requirements. 

CLIPPING PATH WITH FLATNESS 
Outsource Clipping Path With Flatness Services: 

Clipping path with flatness is the techniques which apply the most complex edges of the object like hair parts and animal skins. 

The flatness of clipping path exposes how the clipping paths are closer to the image edge point. Clipping path between the 

difficult images is the toughest process. We at Outsource image will understand your imaging needs whether it is small or bulk 

project we will apply our full effort with our services and deliver your services within the turnaround time. 

Our clipping path service delivers you a 100% hand drawn path to your services images with a higher level of quality and 

quantity. The appropriate clipping area which applies to the suitable color or white background. 

Some images have more simple and compound shapes. Our experts are applying the clipping path to the each and every single 

part of your image and select the images without affecting its shape by using the Photoshop pen tool manually. It takes much 

time but they have a passion to work on your images and deliver you quality outcomes. 

Image clipping path service is one of the ambitious services in the image industry. Through this clipping path service we will add 

a background, removing unwanted background and adding transparent background to your images. In Photoshop itself a magic 

wand tool also available to select unwanted portions from your images. But the result is not 100 percent accurate the quality of 

the image will change or reduce. 

To overcome this problem we are using an effective Photoshop pen tool manually and give a shape to your memories and the 

random parts of your background will totally remove from our manual clipping path services. 

We undertake professional image clipping, professional vector Photoshop services, stock photography clipping path services, 

adobe illustrator clipping path, Photoshop clipping path drawing, adobe Photoshop clipping path, image clipping path, clipping 

path, image clipping, photos clipping path, Photoshop clipping path. 

Why Our Clipping path service? 

Image clipping path service is one of the ambitious services in the image industry. Through this clipping path service we will add 

a background, removing unwanted background and adding transparent background to your images. In Photoshop itself a magic 

wand tool also available to select unwanted portions from your images. But the result is not 100 percent accurate the quality of 

the image will change or reduce. To overcome this problem we are using an effective Photoshop pen tool manually and give a 

shape to your memories and the random parts of your background will totally remove from our manual clipping path services. 



CLIPPING PATH WITH FLATNESS 
Outsource Clipping Path With Flatness Services: 

Clipping path with flatness is the techniques which apply the most complex edges of the object like hair parts and animal skins. 

The flatness of clipping path exposes how the clipping paths are closer to the image edge point. Clipping path between the 

difficult images is the toughest process. We at Outsource image will understand your imaging needs whether it is small or bulk 

project we will apply our full effort with our services and deliver your services within the turnaround time. 

Our clipping path service delivers you a 100% hand drawn path to your services images with a higher level of quality and 

quantity. The appropriate clipping area which applies to the suitable color or white background. 

Some images have more simple and compound shapes. Our experts are applying the clipping path to the each and every single 

part of your image and select the images without affecting its shape by using the Photoshop pen tool manually. It takes much 

time but they have a passion to work on your images and deliver you quality outcomes. 

Image clipping path service is one of the ambitious services in the image industry. Through this clipping path service we will add 

a background, removing unwanted background and adding transparent background to your images. In Photoshop itself a magic 

wand tool also available to select unwanted portions from your images. But the result is not 100 percent accurate the quality of 

the image will change or reduce. 

To overcome this problem we are using an effective Photoshop pen tool manually and give a shape to your memories and the 

random parts of your background will totally remove from our manual clipping path services. 

We undertake professional image clipping, professional vector Photoshop services, stock photography clipping path services, 

adobe illustrator clipping path, Photoshop clipping path drawing, adobe Photoshop clipping path, image clipping path, clipping 

path, image clipping, photos clipping path, Photoshop clipping path. 

Why Our Clipping path service? 

Image clipping path service is one of the ambitious services in the image industry. Through this clipping path service we will add 

a background, removing unwanted background and adding transparent background to your images. In Photoshop itself a magic 

wand tool also available to select unwanted portions from your images. But the result is not 100 percent accurate the quality of 

the image will change or reduce. To overcome this problem we are using an effective Photoshop pen tool manually and give a 

shape to your memories and the random parts of your background will totally remove from our manual clipping path services. 

MULTI CLIPPING PATH - COLOR CORRECTION 
Outsource Multi Clipping Path - Color Correction Services 

Do you want to display your images with different color combinations or different backgrounds or you want to fill up colors for 

each and every single part of your images, just drop a call to us. We at Outsource image will offer you a multi clipping path 

services with color correction for your imaging needs. We will adjust color and contrast adjustments, sharpness, brightness 

adjustments, background removal services and make changes your images look and we will deliver you an eye catching portrait. 



Portrait components can be changed in terms of color and contrast range, convert in any form in terms of opacity change, 

rotation, multiple color and effects filling like that various effects are applied to the images. Multiple clipping path services are 

basically varied from other clipping path techniques. It could be used with catalogues, website template design, modeling 

photography, products and services images and eCommerce business images. It is the process of applying color of an each and 

every individual part of the portrait. 

Sometimes, even the best photographs also getting flawed while taken, and it may have some problems such as looking dull, 

color casting, shadows with poor contrast, artificial or unnatural tones. For avoiding these problems we are using advanced 

Photoshop techniques to solve the color correction issues in your personal as well as business or products portraits. 

Whether you have a digital photographs that you want to retouch or you want to create a new one, our graphic designers are 

always ready to help you at any point of your needs. The deep understanding of our services in marketing demands which builds 

a long term relationship between our customers. 

Color Correction Services & Clipping path: 

Blurred images and lack of sharpness to capture the attention of people. You cannot attract the people not just with the portraits 

you have taken, but also by making it look charming by our color correction services. We can adjust the contrast, sharpness and 

shadows by using our effective Photoshop and illustration tools. 

We undertake professional image clipping, professional vector Photoshop services, stock photography clipping path services, 

adobe illustrator clipping path, Photoshop clipping path drawing, adobe photoshop clipping path, image clipping path, clipping 

path, image clipping, photos clipping path, photoshop clipping path. 

Why Our Clipping path service? 

Image clipping path service is one of the ambitious services in the image industry. Through this clipping path service we will add 

a background, removing unwanted background and adding transparent background to your images. In Photoshop itself a magic 

wand tool also available to select unwanted portions from your images. But the result is not 100 percent accurate the quality of 

the image will change or reduce. To overcome this problem we are using an effective Photoshop pen tool manually and give a 

shape to your memories and the random parts of your background will totally remove from our manual clipping path services. 

Why Outsource Image? 

 100% customer satisfaction 

 Fast turnaround time 

 Exclusive graphic design company 

 24*7 working company 

 UK based company 

 Privacy guaranteed 

 

 


